Savvas Learning Company appreciates the thorough review conducted by EdReports of *myPerspectives English Language Arts ©2022* and is pleased to receive an “all green” evaluation.

- Tasks that accompany selections are grade-level appropriate and focus on critical skills including close reading, vocabulary, word study, author’s craft, writing/speaking & listening/research.
- *myPerspectives* covers 100% of the Common Core State Standards. Grammar is taught in context as seen after every text in the *Language Development* section and includes instruction and practice. Teachers have flexible resources like the Savvas PLUS Grammar Workbook and digital mini lessons on Realize which are available for additional grammar practice and can be used at any time, with any lesson.
- *myPerspectives* provides year-long writing opportunities, with instruction, throughout the program. Unit at a Glance charts in the Teacher’s Edition identify the writing activities and standards that are covered in each unit. Selection-level writing activities are informal and can be used as quick writes or formative assessment. The Writing Performance Tasks are formal and can also be used as assessment. The Performance Tasks include step-by-step guidance and instruction for each writing mode and includes the Launch Text model, Tool Kit models and rubrics. Skills videos and writing mini lessons in the online Writing and Research Center can be used for additional writing instruction and practice.

Savvas works with renowned thought leaders and educators to create high-quality instructional materials and resources that support effective teaching and learning. Additional information on Savvas resources including *myPerspectives* can be found on [www.Savvas.com](http://www.Savvas.com)